
ZIMUN X CODE OF CONDUCT

The HIS community and users will be committed to providing a safe, inclusive and welcoming

environment where all members of the community treat one another with dignity and mutual

respect. All members of the HIS School Community and its visitors are expected to demonstrate

respect for others, respect for self, and respect for our campus.

General Expectations

- Individuals attending this conference are expected to conduct themselves with professionalism at

all times. This includes adherence to the ZIMUN dress code and respectful conduct at all times.

- Delegates are reminded to be respectful of others' perspectives and values by conducting

themselves as positive ambassadors of their respective schools.

- ZIMUN attendees will not bring alcohol, drugs, or nicotine products of any sort onto campus

during this conference, any delegate found under the influence of said substances should be

reported to the HIS secretariat ultimately resulting in disciplinary action to be taken via the HIS

administration in cooperation with the administration of the delegates’ school.

- Delegates and Chairs are expected to stay within the allocated boundaries of the conference.

- Delegates and Chairs will maintain tidy and clean committee rooms and lunch spaces (all trash

must be thrown in the allocated bins)

Electronic Devices and Plagiarism

- Delegates should ensure that they refrain from using electronic devices while committees are in

session (aside from Lobbying and Merging), as per MUN procedure. Communication between

delegates will happen via note-passing and any research must be prepared in advance 

- HISMUN has a zero-tolerance policy for plagiarism and thus delegates should not present any

text directly extracted from other sources and claim it as their own text,

- the use of artificial intelligence for any ZIMUN documents (resolutions, speeches, etc) is

strictly prohibited

.



Commitment to the Right to Privacy

- Delegates are granted the option to request that they are not present in any photos used for

ZIMUN communications and social media use and HISMUN will respect their wishes.

- HIS values your right to privacy and all attendees of ZIMUN must request permission from all

parties of any photo before sharing any personal information or photographs containing others.

- If in doubt, don’t post.


